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Abstract

As a new work style remote work has become an increasingly important factor
for firms and their employees. Employees potentially benefit from a higher
flexibility when working remotely. Firms can make use of this non-financial
benefit to increase their attractiveness on the job market and to substitute
financial wage payments to the employees. However, working remotely offers
chances for the employees to engage in unproductive activities at the cost of
productive working time. Hence, firms need to trade off the benefits against
the costs in order to decide which degree of remote work is optimal. We use an
agency model to examine the optimal degree of remote work and its interaction
with the optimal incentive rate. Higher uncertainty in the productive outcome
or higher risk aversion of the employee leads to both a lower degree of remote
work and a lower incentive rate, while the effect of the employee’s productivity
on the degree of remote work is ambiguous. If pay-performance sensitivity is
sufficiently high, an increase in the employee’s productivity leads to a decrease
in the degree of remote work, whereas it is the other way around for a low
pay-performance sensitivity. In addition, we find that the optimal degree
of remote work increases in the employee’s preferred degree of remote work.
While in the first-best solution the optimal degree of remote work is always
higher than the preferred degree, in the second-best solution it can be higher
or lower.
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1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a significant increase in employees working

remotely, as remote work has been proposed by the World Health Organisation as a

mean of pandemic control (Irawanto et al., 2021). The proportion of highly educated

workers who work exclusively from home increased by 40.7 percent from February

to May 2020 (Bick et al., 2023). However, remote work is not just a phenomenon

evoked by the COVID-19 pandemic (Bick et al., 2023), it is an ongoing trend and

part of a new work style. In line with the latest research, ”Remote work is the new

signing bonus” (Cutter and Dill, 2021) headlined the Wall Street Journal. Up to

37% of all US jobs could be done from home, with 46% of total US wages paid in

these potential remote work jobs (Dingel and Neiman, 2020).

Findings confirm that candidates are willing to sacrifice on average 8% of their

salary for the opportunity to work remotely (Mas and Pallais, 2017). One reason

for this may be that remote work can increase job satisfaction, at least to a certain

amount of hours per week (Golden and Veiga, 2005).1 In addition, there is a negative

association between remote work and work stress, which indicates positive effects on

the conflict between work and other parts of life (Raghuram and Wiesenfeld, 2004),

such as the work-family conflict (Golden et al., 2006). Clearly, most employees

prefer to work remotely to a certain degree. Firms can set the actual degree of

remote work as part of their incentive schemes and thus use it as a kind of reward

within the overall compensation package. However, they need to consider that

fewer possibilities of monitoring might lead to shirking of the employees due to the

substitution of work tasks by private activities (Holmström, 2017), which in turn

could be a reason for the employees’ preference to work from home. Restrepo and

Zeballos (2020) find that employees spend less time on work tasks and more time

on private activities such as sleeping or food production when working from home

compared to when they work away from home. This problem is also recognized

by supervisors who see a lack of control over their employees as a major challenge

(Felstead et al., 2003).2 In this context, Bloom et al. (2015) state that firms might

fear that the employees are ”shirking from home”.

The above aspects are highly relevant for companies seeking to maximize the

productive output of their employees, which is undoubtedly higher in a more

1 In the sample of Golden and Veiga (2005), job satisfaction increases up to 15.1 hours of remote
work per week and plateaus there.

2 Pianese et al. (2023) provide a review of several measures of organizational control and analyze
how an increased physical distance due to remote work affects the organizational control.
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conducive work environment. According to the new work trend, the optimal solution

may be a mix of in-office and remote work. Likewise, the corporate landscape reports

mixed views on remote work. For example, JPMorgan Chase and Goldman Sachs

want their employees to continue to work in the traditional office five days a week

(Barrabi, 2023; Moynihan, 2023). Rite Aid CEO Heyward Doningen, on the other

hand, sees a good fit of remote work and believes in it (Business Wire, 2021). Other

firms such as Apple and Google advocate a middle-way approach and see the benefits

of flexible work, whereby on-site work cannot be replaced by remote work so that

at least some work needs to be done in the office (CBS News Bay Area, 2022a,b).

According to these statements and guidelines, firms might wish to weigh up the costs

and benefits of working from home and adjust their remote work policies accordingly

in the future (Behrens et al., 2021). This raises the inevitable question: What is the

optimal degree of remote work and how does it interact with the incentive contract,

the productivity and the (risk) preferences of the employees?

We address this question in a principal-agent model that includes the possibility for

the agent to work remotely. Thereby, we consider an agent who exerts a productive

effort and can also engage in a costly unproductive action when working remotely.

We assume the agent to have a clear preference concerning the degree of remote

work. Different preferences concerning the degree of remote work represent different

types of employees with respect to remote work. On the one hand, the agent’s

overall utility might decrease due to a difference between his preferred degree of

remote work and the actual degree of remote work. On the other hand, his utility

might increase due to personal benefits from the unproductive action he engages

in when working remotely. We derive first-best and second-best efforts as well as

incentive rates and degrees of remote work.

The results show that the optimal degree of remote work and the incentive rate

act as complements with respect to the agent’s effort allocation. There is a lower

degree of remote work with increasing uncertainty of the productive outcome or with

increasing risk aversion of the agent. In addition, the higher the agent’s preference

for remote work, the higher is the optimal degree of remote work that the firm

should implement. Thereby, the actual degree of remote work might even surpass

the preferred degree of the agent. A higher productivity of the agent leads to a

decrease in the first-best degree of remote work. However, the effect is ambiguous

in the second-best solution, as the productivity also affects the incentive rate, which

in turn affects the degree of remote work. For low-powered incentives, the optimal

degree of remote work increases in the agent’s productivity, whereas it is the other

way around for high-powered incentives.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of

the related literature. Then, section 3 introduces the model and section 4 presents

the equilibrium analysis as well as the results. Section 5 contains the discussion of

the results and, finally, section 6 concludes. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2 Literature overview

As firms are under pressure to stay competitive on the (global) market, flexible work

has become an ubiquitous topic and a main aspect of the new working style. Kingma

(2019) states that new ways of working affect the organizational design, leading to

more open, virtual, paperless and flexible workspaces. The goal is to enable the

employees to work more efficiently and effectively by providing them with higher

degrees of freedom and self-control (Blok et al., 2012). Telework represents such a

flexible work approach which ensures that employees can work independent of time,

place, type of communication and use of information (Irawanto et al., 2021). Baruch

(2001) recognizes telework as a part of workplace flexibility and as an alternative

way of working made possible by technological advances and the increasing use of

information technology. In particular, it is characterized by the separation of the

work process from the physical work place and specific working hours (Tietze, 2002).

Besides telework, a variety of terms is used in the literature to describe this form

of flexible work arrangement, including remote work, telecommuting and working

from home (Chong et al., 2020). We use the term remote work as a representative

of the wide range of terms presented in the literature. Thereby, remote work is

characterized by the fact that the employee spends his working time outside the

traditional office, as he works from home.

Remote work has a significant effect on the organization of work and the employee

behavior. Employees who work remotely have higher degrees of autonomy, but at

the same time they are controlled by their superiors in new and different ways, made

possible by the usage of information technology (Sewell and Taskin, 2015). Leonardi

(2021) examines the kind of data that is collected from employees working remotely

and how artificial intelligence might use this data to predict and potentially affect

employee behavior. Employee behavior in the context of remote work is influenced by

the relationship between industrial and household production (Tietze and Musson,

2005). Several studies consider the impact of remote work on the personal life

and, in particular, the work-family conflict (Hill et al., 2003; Golden et al., 2006;

Kossek et al., 2006). Azar et al. (2018) find that remote work can reduce the

work-life conflict and that this effect can even be enhanced by efficient planning
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behavior. This might be a reason why remote work can have a positive impact on

job satisfaction (at least to a certain degree) (Golden and Veiga, 2005). In contrast,

remote work can lead to professional as well as personal isolation and therefore

potentially causes psychological distress for the employees (Cooper and Kurland,

2002; Van Zoonen and Sivunen, 2022). Besides that, employees who work remotely

might engage more strongly in impression management activities (Barsness et al.,

2005), which can cause efficiency losses for the organization. In addition, remote

work has an effect on the employees who stay in the office. Golden (2007) finds that

the employees’ satisfaction is negatively affected by co-workers working remotely,

whereby this effect becomes even stronger if the co-workers spend more time outside

the office.

The above aspects show that remote work has ambiguous effects on employee

behavior and therefore on the organization itself. Hence, it becomes clear that

this kind of flexible work approach needs to be implemented in the right way, posing

challenges from a leadership and employee perspective. Thereby, the managers’

attitudes towards remote work play an important role for its implementation as new

way of working. Peters and Heusinkveld (2010) show how the organizational context

can influence these attitudes. Forooraghi et al. (2022) underline the importance of

the working environment on the employees’ well-being, which is of particular interest

when working from home. In addition, leadership and management with regard to

employees working remotely crucially affect the employees’ well-being (Nayani et al.,

2018). In line with this, Alonderiene and Majauskaite (2016) find that the leadership

style affects the job satisfaction of employees. The studies of Khan et al. (2020)

and Jung et al. (2003) show that leadership has a significant effect on innovative

work behaviour and organizational innovation. Besides the right way of managing

employees who work remotely, the amount of work carried out from home should be

set to the optimal degree of remote work, as we show in our model.

By analyzing the effects of remote work in an agency model, we add a theoretical

viewpoint to this field. In particular, we consider two different actions of the

agent so that we add to the literature on multi-task problems and time scarcity.

Early work in this field has been done by Holmström and Milgrom (1991) by

extending the standard principal-agent model to additional actions and performance

measures. Feltham and Xie (1994) follow a similar approach and focus on the

congruity of performance measures. Since then, several authors have dealt with

problems in multi-task models, e.g., by considering the difference between tasks

being complements or substitutes (Bond and Gomes, 2009), by considering a

risk-neutral manager with limited liability (Laux, 2001), by analyzing the task
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allocation with relational contracts in a repeated setting (Schöttner, 2008) and by

analyzing the optimal allocation of scarce working time to different tasks (Mauch

and Schöndube, 2019). Because time is not an infinite resource, the allocation of

the agent’s time between multiple tasks is an important factor for the principal in

the incentivization of the agent (Fried and Slowik, 2004).

The problem of scarce working time becomes even more relevant if only one task can

be contracted upon by the principal, as analyzed in the two-task model by Fehr and

Schmidt (2004), which is similar to our idea. We consider a productive effort that

contributes towards the output which can be contracted upon and an unproductive

effort. The unproductive effort is not productive in the sense that it does not add

any value to the firm’s output, which is similar to the unproductive effort considered

by Akerlof (2016). However, the unproductive effort possibly leads to utility gains

for the agent, which are reflected in a lower fixed wage to be paid to the agent in

equilibrium.

The unproductive action of the agent is not controllable by the incentive rate but

by the degree of remote work, as the agent only engages in this action when working

remotely. Besides the unproductive action, remote work has a direct effect on the

agent’s utility. This effect can be interpreted as a private benefit from remote

work.3 In the literature, private benefits are usually referred to as control benefits

(Grossman and Hart, 1988) or empire benefits (Baldenius, 2003). Managers receive

these benefits when being in control of a project, which incentivizes them to stay

in control of current projects and/or to take over control of more projects and can

also have an impact on capital allocation (Eisfeldt and Rampini, 2008). The key

difference between the private benefits of control and the private benefit in our

model is that the benefits of control can be affected by the decisions of the manager,

whereas, in our model, the benefit depends on the degree of remote work, which is

set by the firm.

3 Model setup

We consider a one-period principal-agent model within a LEN-setting in which a

risk-neutral principal employs a risk-averse agent. The agent exerts productive

3 We model this direct effect as a cost effect as the agent experiences higher personal costs the
more the actual degree of remote work differs from his preferred degree of remote work. These
costs become zero if his preferred degree of remote work is implemented. Hence, a higher private
benefit due to remote work is represented by lower personal costs.
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effort a1 so that the output is given by

x = ba1 + ε, (1)

with ε ∼ N(0, σ2) and b ∈ R+ as a measure of the agent’s productivity due to his

task-related ability and skill. The principal offers a linear compensation contract to

the agent, which is based on the output x:

s (x) = w + vx, (2)

with v ∈ [0, 1] as the incentive rate and w as the fixed payment. The agent can

either work in the office or remotely from home. The factor γ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the

degree of remote work, i.e., γ = 1 means that the agent works completely at home

and γ = 0 means that the agent works only in the office. If the agent works at home,

he potentially conducts private (outside) activities in the sense of Holmström and

Milgrom (1991), denoted by the effort a2. These activities may comprise watching

TV, sleeping, or making private phone calls, all during working time (Holmström,

2017). The unproductive activities do not add any value towards the firm’s output

but have the following two effects: first, the agent personally benefits from them and

second, they compete with productive effort for scarce working time, i.e., the higher

a2, the less time the agent can spend on productive work (Holmström, 2017, p. 1769).

The conflict for scarce time between a1 and a2 is captured, similar to Holmström

and Milgrom (1991), by the (personal) cost function C (a1, a2) = (a1 + a2)
2. The

agent’s personal benefit due to the private activities is given by the function

V (γ, a2) = γ
√
a2, (3)

with V (0, a2) = 0 and ∂V/∂a2 > 0. We note that this ”activity effect” depends on

both the degree of remote work and the extent of the private activities. The higher

the degree of remote work, the better are the opportunities for private activities. For

example, watching a movie via a streaming service during working time is easier to

”manage” with 100% remote work than with 10% remote work. Besides the activity

effect, remote work may induce a ”direct cost effect” for the agent. Therefore, we

assume that the agent has a preferred degree of remote work, denoted by c ∈ (0, 1).

Throughout the paper we assume b > bcrit = 1
4(1−c)

to ensure that the optimal

degree of remote work is always between 0 and 100 percent. If the preferred degree

of remote work is implemented, the agent experiences no additional personal costs.

However, if the actual degree of remote work differs from his preferred degree, he

incurs personal costs that increase in the difference between the actual and his
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preferred degree of remote work. The factor c enables us to consider different types

of employees with respect to the preferences concerning remote work. On the one

hand, some employees might enjoy working from home because it enhances their

work-life-balance (e.g., more time for the family due to flexible work arrangements),

which would be represented by a high c. On the other hand, employees might prefer

to work more in the office in order to have a clear separation between work and the

private life or because they enjoy working and socializing with their colleagues in

person. This would be represented by a relatively low c. We model the direct cost

effect by the following cost function:

DC (γ) = − (γ − c)2 . (4)

The agent benefits from an increased degree of remote work until his preferred degree

c is reached because it induces ”an increased feeling of freedom and flexibility” not

to be hold captive in the office and thus leads to lower direct costs. If the degree

of remote work exceeds the preferred degree, the effect is the other way around,

as the agent would prefer to spend more time in the office. Figure 1 shows the

effect of the degree of remote work on the agent’s benefit V and the direct costs

DC graphically. The benefit from the private activities (dotted line) increases in

the degree of remote work, whereas the direct costs (dashed line) are zero for γ = c

and increase in the difference between γ and c in either direction. This leads to the

overall effect of remote work denoted by ∆RW = V + DC (solid line). The actual

levels of the preferred degree of remote work c as well as the unproductive action a2

determine whether the overall effect ∆RW strictly increases in γ or not.

Figure 1: Effects of remote work on the agent’s certainty equivalent for c = 0.6 and a2 = 0.4.

Given our LEN-setting, the agent’s certainty equivalent is provided by the following
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expression:

CEA = E(s(x))− C (a1, a2) +DC (γ) + V (γ, a2)−
r

2
V ar(s(x))

= w + vE(x)− (a1 + a2)
2 − (γ − c)2 + γ

√
a2 −

r

2
v2σ2,

(5)

with r as the agent’s degree of risk aversion. The certainty equivalent of the

risk-neutral principal is equal to her expected surplus:

CEP = E(x− s(x)). (6)

The agent’s reservation certainty equivalent is set to zero without loss of generality.

Figure 2 shows the timing of our model. At the beginning, the principal offers the

compensation contract that includes the degree of remote work. If the agent accepts

the offer, he exerts the efforts a1 and a2. At the end of the game, the firm’s output

is realized and the agent receives the respective compensation payment.

Contract offer,
degree of remote
work is announced

t=0

Agent exerts
efforts a1 and a2

t=1

Firm output is realized,
compensation is paid

t=2

Figure 2: Timeline of events.

4 Equilibrium analysis and results

4.1 First-best solution

In the first-best solution, the efforts a1 and a2 are observable and contractible so

that the principal faces the following optimization problem:

max
a1,a2,γ,v,w

CEP = E(x)− E(s(x)) (7)

subject to

CEA = E(s(x))− C (a1, a2) +DC (γ) + V (γ, a2)−
r

2
V ar(s(x)) ≥ 0. (8)

As the participation constraint (8) is binding in equilibrium and perfect insurance

for the agent (vFB = 0 ⇒ V ar(s(x)) = 0) is optimal, the reduced optimization
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problem becomes

max
a1,a2,γ

CEPFB =E(s(x))− C (a1, a2) +DC (γ) + V (γ, a2))

=ba1 − (a1 + a2)
2 − (γ − c)2 + γ

√
a2.

(9)

From the first-order-conditions for a1 and a2,

∂CEPFB

∂a1
= b− 2a1 − 2a2 = 0, (10)

∂CEPFB

∂a2
= −2a1 − 2a2 +

γ

2
√
a2

= 0, (11)

we derive the first-best efforts depending on γ:

a1 =
b

2
− γ2

4b2
=

b

2
− a2, (12)

a2 =
γ2

4b2
. (13)

We find that the overall level of effort is constant at b
2
. Depending on the degree of

remote work γ and the productivity b, the agent allocates his time among the two

different kinds of effort. While, in general, productive effort might become negative

in our model, throughout the paper we consider only parameter settings where both

efforts are positive such that the benefit of production will never be sapped by the

relaxation of the participation constraint due to outside activities. Optimizing (9)

over γ under consideration of (12) and (13) leads to the first-best degree of remote

work as presented in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The first-best degree of remote work is

γFB =
4bc

4b− 1
, (14)

and the first-best efforts are

aFB
1 =

b

2
− 4c2

(4b− 1)2
, (15)

aFB
2 =

4c2

(4b− 1)2
. (16)

We note that γFB ∈ (0, 1), as b > bcrit and c ∈ (0, 1). As ∂γFB

∂c
> 0, it is optimal

for the principal to increase the degree of remote work if the agent prefers a higher

degree of remote work. A higher degree of remote work leads to a lower productive
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effort aFB
1 and a higher unproductive effort aFB

2 (see (12) and (13)). Hence, the

agent spends more of his (constant) overall working time on unproductive activities

and therefore less on the productive effort. Consequently, the productive effort aFB
1

decreases in c, whereas the unproductive effort increases in c. Surprisingly, the

principal always sets the first-best degree of remote work higher than the agent’s

preferred degree of remote work, γFB > c. The principal benefits from a higher

degree of remote work because it relaxes the participation constraint and thus

reduces the fixed wage she needs to pay to the agent. As the agent’s benefit V

from the unproductive activities increases in γ and the personal costs DC equally

increase in both directions of γ from the point γ = c, it is beneficial to set γ

higher than c. Due to the observability and contractibility of the agent’s efforts, the

principal can still perfectly control the agent’s unproductive activities a2.

Interestingly, an increasing productivity of the agent leads to a decrease of the

first-best degree of remote work (∂γ
FB

∂b
< 0). According to (12) and (13), if the

agent’s productivity b increases, for a given degree of remote work γ, it is optimal

to induce higher productive effort and less outside activities. Thus, the benefit

from outside activities (V ) ceteris paribus decreases and the principal decreases the

degree of remote work. As a higher productivity renders the productive effort more

beneficial relative to the outside activities (due to the increasing marginal benefit

of the productive effort), the overall effect of an increasing b leads to
∂aFB

1

∂b
> 0 and

∂aFB
2

∂b
< 0, see Lemma 1.

(a) First-best solution for b = 1. (b) First-best solution for b = 2.

Figure 3: Comparison of first-best solutions aFB
1 , aFB

2 and γFB for different levels of
productivity b.

Figures 3a and 3b show some of the effects that are derived above graphically. They

display the first-best results of the degree of remote work and the agent’s efforts from

Lemma 1 as functions of c for different levels of b. Obviously, γFB (dashed lines)
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increases in c for both levels of b. In addition, the comparison between both figures

shows that γFB is lower for a higher level of productivity b as in Figure 3b. As

discussed before, the productive effort aFB
1 (solid lines) decreases in c, whereas the

unproductive activities (dotted lines) increase in c. In case of the lower productivity

in Figure 3a, the level of productive effort is lower compared to the case of higher

productivity in Figure 3b. For the unproductive activities it is the other way around.

In addition, the comparison between both figures shows that the impact of the

preferred degree of remote work c on the agent’s efforts is stronger for a relatively low

level of productivity. As a low b represents a low marginal benefit of the productive

effort, the principal does not focus so much on the productive output but uses the

degree of remote work in order to maximize her expected surplus. Hence, for high

values of c she implements a relatively high degree of remote work and therefore

accepts a relatively high level of unproductive effort in order to benefit from the

agent’s high personal benefits and low personal costs.

4.2 Second-best solution

4.2.1 Interplay between incentive rate and degree of remote work

With unobservable efforts a1 and a2 the principal faces the following optimization

problem:

max
γ,v,w

CEP = E(x)− E(s(x)) (17)

subject to

CEA = E(s(x))− C (a1, a2) +DC (γ) + V (γ, a2)−
r

2
V ar(s(x)) ≥ 0, (18)

(a1, a2) ∈ argmax
a1′,a2′

CEA. (19)

To ensure that the principal’s objective function is strictly concave in γ and v, we

additionally assume b > 1
4v2

for any v ∈ (0, 1] in the second-best solution. As in the

first-best solution, the optimization problem is subject to the agent’s participation

constraint (18). In addition, the incentive constraint, given by (19), represents the

agent’s optimal levels of effort for a given contract and degree of remote work. By

optimizing CEA as in (5) over a1 and a2, the incentive constraint can be rewritten

as follows:

a1 =
bv

2
− γ2

4b2v2
=

bv

2
− a2, (20)
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a2 =
γ2

4b2v2
. (21)

The overall level of effort in the second-best solution, a1 + a2 = bv
2
, increases in

the incentive rate v. The principal chooses the incentive rate v and the degree of

remote work simultaneously to incentivize the desired allocation of working time

among the agent’s two different kinds of activities. Thereby, she trades off expected

output, the agent’s personal costs and benefits and the agent’s risk premium. Under

consideration of the binding participation constraint and the incentive constraint,

the optimization problem becomes

max
v,γ

CEPSB =
2b3v3 − γ2

4bv2
− b2v2

4
− (γ − c)2 +

γ2

2bv
− r

2
v2σ2 (22)

Optimizing (22) over γ yields the results presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 For a given incentive rate v, the second-best degree of remote work

is given by

γSB(v) =
4bcv2

4bv2 − 2v + 1
, (23)

and the second-best efforts are

aSB1 (v) =
bv

2
− 4c2v2

(4bv2 − 2v + 1)2
, (24)

aSB2 (v) =
4c2v2

(4bv2 − 2v + 1)2
. (25)

As b > bcrit and c ∈ (0, 1), it follows that γSB(v) ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, γSB = γFB

holds true if and only if v = 1 and γSB < γFB follows from v < 1 (which will turn

out to be true at the optimum). We find that the second-best degree of remote

work increases in the incentive rate v, dγSB(v)
dv

> 0, as displayed by the dashed line

in Figure 4 (additionally dvSB

dγSB > 0 holds). A higher incentive rate ceteris paribus

induces more productive effort and less outside activities (see solid and dotted lines

in Figure 4) so that the benefit from outside activities (V ) decreases. To motivate

an appropriate level of outside activities and a corresponding benefit, the optimal

second-best degree of remote work increases in the level of the incentive rate. Thus,

the incentive rate and the degree of remote work act as complements in controlling

productive effort and outside activities. Similar to the effect of a higher productivity

in the first-best solution, increasing the incentive rate v leads to a decrease in the

unproductive effort a2, although, at the same time, it leads to an increase in the
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degree of remote work. The reason for this is that the change in the incentive rate

has a stronger impact on the allocation of the manager’s time among the efforts than

the change in the degree of remote work (caused by the changing incentive rate).

Figure 4: Second-best solutions aSB
1 (v), aSB

2 (v) and γSB(v) for b = 1.6 and c = 0.7.

Figure 4 shows the effects described above graphically. We see that for a sufficiently

low incentive rate the unproductive effort can even be higher than the productive

effort, although the degree of remote work is also relatively low. Besides that, the

incentive rate has a relatively strong impact on the productive effort compared to

the impact on the unproductive effort, as the slopes of the graphs show. In line with

this, the overall level of effort also increases in v (as it is equal to bv
2
).

4.2.2 Optimality considerations and comparative statics

In the following, we analyze the equilibrium solutions of v and γ and the results

of the respective comparative statics as well as the comparative statics of the

equilibrium efforts. The second-best solutions of v and γ are characterized by the

first-order-condition for v (∂CEPSB

∂v
= 0) and γSB(v) as given by (23). The optimal

incentive rate and the results of its comparative statics are presented in the following

proposition.

13



Proposition 2 There exists a unique vSB ∈ (0, 1), which is implicitly defined by

−2γSB(v)2

bv2
− b2(2v − 2) +

2γSB(v)2

bv3
− 4rσ2v = 0, (26)

where γSB(v) is given by (23). The comparative statics results of vSB are as follows:

dvSB

dr
< 0, (27)

dvSB

dσ2
< 0, (28)

dvSB

dc
> 0, (29)

dvSB

db
⋛ 0, if and only if b ⋛ b′(vSB), (30)

where the threshold b′(vSB) is defined in the proof of the proposition.

The next proposition presents the comparative statics results of the second-best

degree of remote work γSB.

Proposition 3 The comparative statics results of the optimal degree of remote work

γSB are as follows:

dγSB(vSB)

dr
< 0, (31)

dγSB(vSB)

dσ2
< 0, (32)

dγSB(vSB)

dc
> 0, (33)

dγSB(vSB)

db
⋛ 0, depending on parameter values, (34)

whereby dγSB(vSB)
db

> 0 if vSB ≤ 1
2
and dγSB(vSB)

db
< 0 if vSB is sufficiently high.

The second-best incentive rate decreases with increasing uncertainty of the output

and increasing risk aversion of the agent, which mirrors the results of standard

agency models (see, e.g., Feltham and Xie (1994)). However, the result of a positive

association between the optimal incentive rate vSB and the productivity b only holds

true for sufficiently high values of b > b′(vSB). If b is relatively low, the marginal

benefit from the productive effort is also relatively low. Ceteris paribus, an increase

in b shifts the focus of the agent towards the productive effort. For a relatively

low level of b, the principal benefits more from the agent engaging in unproductive

activities so that she decreases the incentive rate in order to counteract the shift in
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the agent’s focus due to the increase in b. In addition, the optimal incentive rate

increases if the agent prefers a higher degree of remote work, which is represented by

a higher c. With a higher preference for remote work, the optimal degree of remote

work from the principal’s view (γSB(vSB)) increases. As the optimal incentive rate is

only affected by c through γ and the optimal degree of remote work and the optimal

incentive rate are complements, the optimal incentive rate increases in c, too.

As vSB < 1, the second-best degree of remote work is lower than the first-best

degree, γSB < γFB. Hence, the principal is not willing to permit as much remote

work when she cannot observe and contract upon the agent’s actions. Additionally,

offering a contract with a lower incentive rate v goes along with a lower degree

of remote work as discussed above. For 0 < vSB ≤ 1
2
, the second-best degree of

remote work is (weakly) lower than the preferred degree c of the agent, whereas the

opposite holds for 1
2
< vSB < 1. A sufficiently high incentive rate ensures that the

level of the agent’s productive effort is relatively high so that the principal is able

to implement a higher degree of remote work in order to benefit from the agent’s

personal benefits due to engaging more in unproductive activities. This is similar to

the first-best solution in which the degree of remote work is always higher than the

agent’s preferred degree. However, with a relatively low incentive rate, the agent

already has relatively strong incentives to engage in unproductive activities when

working remotely, which is why the principal keeps the degree of remote work lower

than the agent’s preference c. Figure 5 shows the above results graphically. Thereby,

γSB (solid line) increases in vSB so that it is greater than c (dotted line) for vSB > 1
2

and approaches γFB (dashed line) for vSB → 1. The actual value of vSB depends on

the parameter constellation so that different incentive rates are implemented due to

changes in the parameters.4

4 In Figure 5, b and c are held at constant values so that the change in vSB along the x-axis is
induced by changes in r and/or σ2. These parameters do not affect the second-best degree of
remote work directly but only indirectly through vSB .
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Figure 5: γSB(vSB), γFB and c over vSB for b = 1.6 and c = 0.6.

The second-best degree of remote work decreases in the uncertainty of the output

and in the risk aversion of the agent, which are indirect effects via vSB. As shown

in Proposition 2, the optimal incentive rate also decreases in the risk aversion of the

agent and in the uncertainty of the output. Hence, ceteris paribus, the productive

effort decreases and outside activities increase. Similar to the response to a lower

incentive rate, the principal decreases the degree of remote work to counteract these

effects, as the degree of remote work and the incentive rate act complementary.

The effect of the productivity b on the second-best degree of remote work is

ambiguous. For a sufficiently low level of the incentive rate vSB ≤ 1
2
, the optimal

degree of remote work increases in the productivity b. As the optimal degree of

remote work increases in the incentive rate, a low level of the incentive rate indicates

a relatively low degree of remote work. An increase in the productivity b increases

the information content of the output, which has a similar effect as decreasing the

uncertainty of the output so that it is optimal for the principal to increase the degree

of remote work as described above. However, increasing b also increases the marginal

benefit from engaging in the productive effort a1 and thus makes it more beneficial

for the principal to induce a higher level of the productive effort a1 and to reduce

the unproductive effort a2 accordingly. This effect dominates for a sufficiently high

incentive rate. Hence, in this case, it is optimal to decrease the degree of remote

work in order to shift the focus more towards the productive effort rather than the

unproductive activities. Figure 6 shows γSB(vSB) as a function of the productivity b.

It becomes clear that the optimal degree of remote work increases in b for relatively

low values of b and decreases in b for sufficiently high values of b. As b > b′(vSB)

holds for the parameters in Figure 6, vSB increases in b so that relatively low values

of b indicate relatively low values of vSB, whereas higher values of b indicate higher

values of vSB. Hence, the graph shows the ambiguous effects of the productivity b
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on the second-best degree of remote work, as described above.

Figure 6: γSB(vSB) as function of b for c = 0.4, σ = 0.9 and r = 1.

Taking into account the above results for vSB and γSB, we derive the comparative

statics results of the equilibrium efforts aSB1 (vSB) and aSB2 (vSB) as given by (24)

and (25). With an increasing impact of risk in the agency, which is represented by

an increase in r and/or σ2, the productive effort aSB1 (vSB) decreases, whereas the

unproductive effort aSB2 (vSB) increases. As shown in the above propositions, both

the incentive rate and the degree of remote work decrease in r and σ2. Thereby, the

decrease in the degree of remote work is caused by the decrease in the incentive rate,

as r and σ have no direct effect on γ. The direct effect of the decreasing incentive

rate on the efforts dominates the indirect effect of the decrease in γ caused by the

decrease in v, which leads to the above results. The agent is induced to focus more

on outside activities because the personal benefit from these activities is risk-free,

whereas higher productive effort needs higher incentive compensation based on the

risky productive output of the firm.

We find that, for a sufficiently high productivity b > b′(vSB) and for vSB ≤ 1
2
or

an optimal incentive rate vSB → 1, the optimal productive effort increases in the

productivity b, whereas the unproductive effort decreases in b,
daSB

1 (vSB)

db
> 0 and

daSB
2 (vSB)

db
< 0 (see Figure 7a). The productivity b has a direct effect on the efforts

and also indirectly affects them through the incentive rate vSB. As a more productive

agent has a higher marginal benefit from exerting productive effort, ceteris paribus,

he has stronger incentives to exert productive effort. Therefore, the direct effect

of b on the productive effort is positive and the direct effect on the unproductive

activities is negative,
∂aSB

1 (vSB)

∂b
> 0 and

∂aSB
2 (vSB)

∂b
< 0. This aspect also drives the

first-best solution. However, as opposed to the first-best efforts, the second-best

efforts are affected by the incentive rate vSB, which is a function of b. The agent’s
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productive effort increases in vSB, whereas the level of the unproductive activities

decreases in vSB,
daSB

1 (vSB)

dvSB > 0 and
daSB

2 (vSB)

dvSB < 0. Hence, if vSB increases in the

productivity b, the indirect effect through the incentive rate enhances the direct

effect of b on the efforts so that the overall effect on the efforts is in line with the

direct effect. This is the case for a sufficiently high productivity b > b′(vSB) and for

vSB ≤ 1
2
. In the special case of vSB → 1, the indirect effect on the efforts through

vSB vanishes so that the overall effect of b on the efforts is equal to the direct effect.

The comparative statics results of the efforts with respect to the agent’s preferred

degree of remote work c are as follows. For a sufficiently high incentive rate vSB,

the productive effort decreases in c, whereas the unproductive effort increases in c,
daSB

1 (vSB)

dc
< 0 and

daSB
2 (vSB)

dc
> 0, as shown in Figure 7b. If c becomes sufficiently

high, the level of unproductive activities might even exceed the level of productive

effort. An increase in c leads to an increase in both the optimal incentive rate and

the optimal degree of remote work, but with a relatively high incentive rate the

effect of the change in the degree of remote work on the efforts dominates. The

reason is that for a relatively high incentive rate, the impact of a change in c on the

incentive rate is relatively low. Hence, the relatively strong increase in γSB due to a

higher c leads to more opportunities to engage in unproductive activities and thus

enhances the unproductive effort, whereas the productive effort decreases. If vSB is

low, the signs of the derivatives of the efforts with respect to c might change. With

a rather low incentive rate, the increase in vSB due to the increasing c is relatively

strong so that the respective effect on the efforts might dominate the effect due to

the increase in the degree of remote work γSB.

(a) aSB
1 (vSB) and aSB

2 (vSB) as functions of b for
c = 0.4.

(b) aSB
1 (vSB) and aSB

2 (vSB) as functions of c for
b = 1.3.

Figure 7: Comparison of equilibrium second-best solutions aSB
1 (vSB) and aSB

2 (vSB) as
functions of b and c with σ = 0.9 and r = 1.
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5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of our model and provide practical and

empirical implications. As shown in Proposition 2, the possibility of remote work

in combination with outside activities does not lead to a change in the comparative

static results of the optimal incentive rate with respect to the impact of risk (see,

e.g., Feltham and Xie (1994)). However, as opposed to the standard results, the

incentive rate might decrease in the agent’s productivity b for sufficiently low levels

of b. The reason lies in the optimal allocation of the agent’s working time among

the productive and the unproductive activities. For low values of b (representing low

marginal benefits of the productive effort), a relatively low amount of time should

be dedicated to the productive effort. The principal ensures this by decreasing the

incentive rate as a counteract to the increase in b.

As stated in Proposition 3, we find that the second-best degree of remote work is

lower for higher risk-averse employees. Thus, we not only expect lower incentive

rates but also lower degrees of remote work for people with higher risk aversion and

for jobs where more risk-averse employees work.5 Likewise, the optimal degree of

remote work decreases in the uncertainty in the firm’s output. Uncertainty of the

outcome is a significant factor in creative tasks (Dewett, 2006). As most complex

tasks require some degree of creativity and potentially lead to diverse results, their

output can also be seen as relatively uncertain. In addition, creative tasks can

benefit from teamwork (Fay et al., 2015) and therefore are more beneficial in the

office (Bloom et al., 2015).6 It is striking that characteristics such as high complexity

and/or high creativity apply to tasks that can be completed very well remotely, such

as 84% of management occupations (Dingel and Neiman, 2020). Consequently, from

the employer’s point of view, it makes sense to reduce the degree of remote work for

these kinds of tasks.

In contrast, the employer should agree to a relatively high degree of remote work

if the uncertainty of the output is low. However, this might come with certain

difficulties in practice. Low uncertainty of the output exists in many professions

with limited mental and instead mainly physical challenges, such as production,

construction and cleaning, that can hardly or not completely be done remotely

5 Employees with a relatively high risk aversion might decide to work in fields with ”safe” jobs
as opposed to ”risky” occupations with a high variability of wage offers (Pissarides, 1974). For
example, employees in the public sector are likely to have a high degree of risk aversion compared
to employees in the private sector (Buurman et al., 2012; Bellante and Link, 1981).

6 Van der Lippe and Lippényi (2019) find that team performance becomes worse when co-workers
work from home.
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(Dingel and Neiman, 2020). Nevertheless, there are jobs for which the requirements

of a high degree of remote work apply. While creative and complex tasks might

benefit from working on-site, routine tasks can be regarded as the opposite of creative

tasks and can be considered to have low uncertainty in the output. An example

are tasks in a call center, which can be performed well from home (Bloom et al.,

2015), since they are characterized by low complexity and low creativity. Hence,

the output is highly informative about the employees’ performance so that low

uncertainty results even when employees work 100% remotely, as the experiment

by Bloom et al. (2015) shows. A lesson from this experiment is to allow employees

to work remotely if they work on these kinds of tasks. This finding is consistent

with the results of our model, predicting that relatively high degrees of remote work

should be observed for jobs with low output uncertainty.

We find ambiguous results for the link between the optimal degree of remote

work and the employee’s productivity. If (optimal) pay-performance sensitivity is

low, the firm benefits from letting more productive employees work remotely at

a higher degree. Interestingly, although they work remotely at a higher degree,

the more productive employees still exert more productive effort and engage

less in unproductive activities than their less productive co-workers. However,

if pay-performance sensitivity is sufficiently high, the firm prefers to let more

productive employees work at lower degrees of remote work compared to their less

productive co-workers.

There are several studies that deal with the impact of remote work on the employees’

productivity. On the one hand, Deole et al. (2022) find that the self-perceived

productivity is higher when working from home. Other authors also find that

employees work with a greater performance (Gajendran et al., 2015) and at a higher

intensity (Felstead and Henseke, 2017) when working remotely, where they benefit

from reduced noise (Banbury and Berry, 1998) and fewer distractions. On the

other hand, studies reveal that the actual productivity of the employees significantly

decreased when working from home during the COVID-19 pandemic (Morikawa,

2022; Gibbs et al., 2023). We do not consider a change in the productivity factor

b when working remotely. However, it is important to clarify that b represents

the agent’s productivity in the sense of his work-related ability or skill. Thus, in

our model, the productivity b is a personal characteristic rather than the amount

of productive output per time. Our results show that, for a given incentive rate,

the productive effort of the agent decreases when working from home, as the agent

engages in unproductive activities. As the overall working time is constant for a

given compensation contract (given v), the lower productive effort leads to a lower
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output per time due to remote work, which is in line with some of the studies

mentioned above. This kind of lower productivity is accepted by the principal in our

model (even with symmetric information), as she benefits from lower wage payments

to the agent due to his increased expected utility from working remotely. Besides

that, the principal can use a higher incentive rate v to increase the overall level

of effort and at the same time incentivize the agent to spend more time on the

productive task and less time on unproductive activities. Hence, an increase in the

incentive rate would increase the productivity of the agent in terms of productive

output per time, although it would also induce a higher degree of remote work (see

Proposition 3). A higher incentive rate, however, comes at a cost for the principal,

as she imposes more compensation risk on the risk-averse agent.

The results presented in our model have several empirical implications. They imply

that employees who perform tasks with highly uncertain outputs, such as, e.g.,

creative or complex tasks, are likely to work less from home than employees who

produce less uncertain outputs, e.g., in routine tasks. In general, our results suggest

that employees with high degrees of remote work should also have compensation

contracts with high pay-performance sensitivities. In addition, we expect to see

higher degrees of remote work for employees that have a strong preference towards

remote work. Finally, our results suggest that firms that offer remote work show

lower productive outcome per time than firms with the same incentive structure

that do not offer remote work, but firm performance is not necessarily lower. For

firms within the same business (and thus similar employees and output), we expect

higher firm performance in firms that offer remote work due to lower wage payments

resulting from the benefits of remote work.

6 Conclusion

We consider the possibility to (partially) work remotely in our agency model.

Thereby, remote work offers the chance for the employee to engage in unproductive

activities that yield a personal benefit for him. On the one hand, this might be

a problem from the organizational point of view because unproductive activities

are competing for scarce working time with the productive effort of the employee.

On the other hand, outside activities yield a personal benefit for the employee and

he experiences personal costs if the actual degree of remote work differs from his

preferred degree. Trading off the above effects, the firm determines the optimal

degree of remote work jointly with the optimal incentive contract for the employee.
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We show that the firm increases the degree of remote work if the employee prefers

a higher degree of remote work. By this, the firm reduces the personal costs of the

employee, which is reflected in a lower wage payment and thus a higher profit for

the firm. Furthermore, higher uncertainty in the output or higher risk aversion of

the employee leads to a decrease in the degree of remote work. This is an indirect

effect stemming from the reduction in the incentive rate, as the degree of remote

work and the incentive rate act as complements.

As opposed to the output noise or the employee’s risk aversion, the employee’s

productivity also directly affects the optimal degree of remote work. Interestingly,

we find this effect to be ambiguous. If the degree of remote work is relatively low

(indicated by a low incentive rate), the firm increases the degree of remote work with

higher productivity of the employee. For relatively high degrees of remote work it

is the other way around.

Overall, it becomes clear that it is important to consider the employee’s personal

characteristics such as productivity and preferences for the determination of the

optimal degree of remote work. For example, firms might learn about their potential

employees’ preferences for remote work during job interviews. Besides that, firms

should be aware of the employee’s engagement in potentially unproductive activities

when working remotely.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1:

Under consideration of the efforts given by (12) and (13) and the participation

constraint from (8), which is binding in equilibrium, the principal’s optimization

problem in the first-best solution becomes

max
γ,v

CEPFB =
2b3 − γ2

4b
−
(
b

2

)2

− (γ − c)2 +
γ2

2b
− r

2
v2σ2. (35)

Hence, the first-order conditions are as follows:

∂CEPFB

∂γ
= − γ

2b
− 2(γ − c) +

γ

b
= 0, (36)

∂CEPFB

∂v
= −rvσ2 = 0. (37)

Solving (36) and (37) with respect to γ and v leads to the first-best solution as in

(14) and proves that vFB = 0.

Inserting γFB into the efforts (12) and (13) leads to the first-best efforts given by

(15) and (16).

In order to check the second-order conditions for the first-best solution presented in

Lemma 1 (and vFB = 0), we form the hessian matrix:

Hf =



∂2CEPFB

∂v2
∂2CEPFB

∂v∂a1

∂2CEPFB

∂v∂a2

∂2CEPFB

∂v∂γ
∂2CEPFB

∂a1∂v

∂2CEPFB

∂a21

∂2CEPFB

∂a1∂a2

∂2CEPFB

∂a1∂γ
∂2CEPFB

∂a2∂v

∂2CEPFB

∂a2∂a1

∂2CEPFB

∂a22

∂2CEPFB

∂a2∂γ
∂2CEPFB

∂γ∂v

∂2CEPFB

∂γ∂a1

∂2CEPFB

∂γ∂a2

∂2CEPFB

∂γ2



=


−rσ2 0 0 0

0 −2 −2 0

0 −2 −2− γFB

4(aFB
2 )

3
2

1

2
√

aFB
2

0 0 1

2
√

aFB
2

−2


We now calculate the determinants of the principal minors:

det
(
− rσ2) = −rσ2 < 0,
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det

(
−rσ2 0

0 −2

)
= 2rσ2 > 0,

det


−rσ2 0 0

0 −2 −2

0 −2 −2− γFB

4(aFB
2 )

3
2

 = −rσ2 γFB

2(aFB
2 )

3
2
< 0,

det(Hf ) = rσ2

(
8 + γFB

(aFB
2 )

3
2

)
> 0.

As the algebraic signs of the determinants are alternating, Hf is negative definite,

which implies that the first-best solution represents a local maximum.

Proof of Proposition 1:

The optimization problem in (22) leads to the following first-order condition for γ:

∂CEPSB

∂γ
= − γ

2bv2
− 2(γ − c) +

γ

bv
= 0. (38)

Solving (38) with respect to γ leads to the second-best degree of remote work as in

(23). As ∂2CEPSB

∂γ2 < 0, the second-order condition for a local maximum holds.

Inserting γSB(v) into the efforts (20) and (21) leads to the second-best efforts

depending on v as given by (24) and (25). In order to check the second-order

conditions for the second-best efforts, we form the hessian matrix:

Hf =


∂2CEASB

∂a21

∂2CEASB

∂a1∂a2
∂2CEASB

∂a2∂a1

∂2CEASB

∂a22


=

−2 −2

−2 −2− γSB(v)

4(aSB
2 (v))

3
2


We now calculate the determinants of the principal minors:

det
(
− 2) = −2 < 0,

det(Hf ) =
γSB(v)

2(aSB
2 (v))

3
2
> 0.

As the algebraic signs of the determinants are alternating, Hf is negative definite,

which implies that the second-best efforts represent a local maximum of CEASB as

used in (19).
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Proof of Proposition 2:

From CEPSB as given in (22) we derive

∂2CEPSB

∂v2
= −2r v4σ2b+ b3v4 − 2γ2v + 3γ2

2b v4
< 0, (39)

∂2CEPSB

∂γ2
= −4b v2 − 2v + 1

2b v2
< 0, (40)

∂2CEPSB

∂v2
∂2CEPSB

∂γ2
−
(
∂2CEPSB

∂v∂γ

)2

=

(4b v2 − 2v + 1) (2r v4σ2b+ b3v4 − 2γ2v + 3γ2)

4b2v6
− γ2 (v − 1)2

b2v6
> 0.

(41)

As per assumption b > 1
4v2

for all v, (40) holds true and the determinant of the

hessian of CEPSB,
∂2CEPSB

∂v2
∂2CEPSB

∂γ2 − (∂
2CEPSB

∂v∂γ
)2, is strictly positive (see (41)).

Thus, CEPSB is strictly concave in (γ, v) such that a unique maximum (γSB, vSB)

exists. Given γSB(v) from (23), the first-order condition for v is given by (26). We

define the left-hand-side of (26) as Z so that at the optimum

Z = −2γSB(v)2

bv2
− b2(2v − 2) +

2γSB(v)2

bv3
− 4rσ2v = 0. (42)

We can determine the following boundary values for Z:

lim
v→0

Z = 2b2 > 0, (43)

Z(v = 1) = −2γSB(v = 1)2

b
+

2γSB(v = 1)2

b
− 4rσ2 = −4rσ2 < 0. (44)

In addition, the derivative with respect to v is as follows:

∂Z

∂v
=−

2
(
bv4 (b2 + 2rσ2) + 2(v − 1)vγSB(v)γSB ′

(v) + (3− 2v)γSB(v)2
)

bv4

=
32b c2 (8b v3 − 12b v2 + 1)

(4b v2 − 2v + 1)3
− 2b2 − 4rσ2 < 0.

(45)

As per assumption b > 1
4v2

, the above derivative is negative. The boundary values

jointly with (45) prove that 0 < vSB < 1 must hold true.

Implicit differentiation leads to the following comparative statics of vSB:

dvSB

dr
=

4σ2vSB

∂Z
∂vSB

< 0, (46)

dvSB

dσ2
=

4rvSB

∂Z
∂vSB

< 0, (47)
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dvSB

dc
=

−4
∂γSB(vSB)

∂c
γSB(vSB)(1−vSB)

b(vSB)3

∂Z
∂vSB

> 0, (48)

dvSB

db
= −

−
2γSB(vSB)(1−vSB)

(
γSB(vSB)−2b

∂γSB(vSB)
∂b

)
b2(vSB)3

+ 4b(1− vSB)

∂Z
∂vSB

⋛ 0 for b ⋛ b′.

(49)

As ∂Z
∂v

< 0 holds true (see (45)), the denominator of equations (46) to (49) is

negative, turning the entire fractions in (46) and (47) negative. The numerator and

denominator in (48) are negative so that the overall expression is positive. Under

consideration of γSB(v) from (23) the numerator in (49) is positive if and only if

b > b′(vSB), whereby b′(vSB) is implicitly given by

b′ =
8c2vSB

(4b′ · (vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)2

(
4b′ · (vSB)2 + 2vSB − 1

)
(4b′ · (vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)

. (50)

The condition b > b′(vSB) with b′(vSB) from (50) is very similar to the condition

that needs to hold in order to ensure a positive second-best productive effort. To

ensure that aSB1 (vSB) > 0, the following condition must hold:

b >
8c2vSB

(4b · (vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)2
. (51)

As we focus on those parameter constellations that ensure positive efforts, the

condition (51) always holds.

For vSB ≤ 1
2
the second fraction on the right side of (50) is not greater than one

so that the condition b > b′(vSB) represents a relaxation of the condition in (51).

As (51) holds for the parameter constellations we focus on, so does the condition

b > b′(vSB) for vSB ≤ 1
2
. Hence, for vSB ≤ 1

2
it follows that b > b′(vSB) and dvSB

db
> 0

hold.
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Proof of Proposition 3:

First of all, we know:

dγSB(vSB)

dvSB
= − 8bc(vSB − 1)vSB

(4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)2
> 0. (52)

We derive the following comparative statics results for γSB as follows:

dγSB(vSB)

dr
=

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dr
=

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

dr︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

< 0,
(53)

dγSB(vSB)

dσ2
=

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dσ2
=

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

dσ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

< 0,
(54)

dγSB(vSB)

dc
=

∂γSB(vSB)

∂c
+

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dc

=
4b(vSB)2

4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

dc︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

> 0.
(55)

dγSB(vSB)

db
=

∂γSB(vSB)

∂b
+

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

db

=
4c(1− 2vSB)(vSB)2

(4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
⋚0

+
∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

db︸ ︷︷ ︸
⋚0

⋚ 0. (56)

While the signs of the derivatives in (52) to (55) are unambiguous, the sign of (56)

depends on the parameter setting. For vSB ≤ 1
2
the first term in (56) is non-negative

and the second term is positive (as dvSB

db
> 0 for vSB ≤ 1

2
, see proof of Proposition

2) so that overall the derivative is positive. For vSB > 1
2
the first term is negative

and strictly decreasing in vSB. The algebraic sign of the second term is ambiguous.

We can derive the following boundary values:

lim
vSB→1

∂γSB(vSB)

∂b
= − 4c

(4b− 1)2
< 0, (57)

lim
vSB→1

∂γSB(vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

db
= 0. (58)

Hence, there exists a critical value vcrit ∈ (1
2
, 1) so that dγSB(vSB)

db
< 0 for vSB > vcrit.
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Comparative statics of equilibrium efforts:

As we discuss the results of the comparative statics of the second-best efforts in the

course of our analysis, we determine the respective derivatives subsequently.

Given aSB1 (v) and aSB2 (v) from (24) and (25), the derivatives with respect to v are

daSB1 (v)

dv
=

b

2
− 8c2v (1− 4bv2)

(4bv2 − 2v + 1)3
> 0, (59)

daSB2 (v)

dv
=

8c2v (1− 4bv2)

(4bv2 − 2v + 1)3
< 0. (60)

We note that the above conditions hold true, as we assume b > 1
4v2

for all v so that

they also hold in equilibrium for v = vSB.

Given the above results and the derivatives of vSB as shown in Proposition 2, we

calculate

daSB1 (vSB)

dr
=

∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

dr︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

< 0,
(61)

daSB2 (vSB)

dr
=

∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

dvSB

dr︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

> 0,
(62)

daSB1 (vSB)

dσ2
=

∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

dσ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

< 0,
(63)

daSB2 (vSB)

dσ2
=

∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

dvSB

dσ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

> 0,
(64)

daSB1 (vSB)

db
=

∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂b
+

∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

db

=
32c2(vSB)4

(4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)3
+

vSB

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

db︸ ︷︷ ︸
⋚0

⋚ 0,
(65)

daSB2 (vSB)

db
=

∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂b
+

∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

db

= − 32c2(vSB)4

(4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)3︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+
∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

dvSB

db︸ ︷︷ ︸
⋚0

⋚ 0,
(66)
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daSB1 (vSB)

dc
=

∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂c
+

∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dc

= − 8c(vSB)2

(4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+
∂aSB1 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

dvSB

dc︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

⋚ 0,
(67)

daSB2 (vSB)

dc
=

∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂c
+

∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dc

=
8c(vSB)2

(4b(vSB)2 − 2vSB + 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+
∂aSB2 (vSB)

∂vSB︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

dvSB

dc︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

⋚ 0.
(68)

The algebraic signs of the derivatives in (61) to (64) are unambiguous. While(
∂aSB

1 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

db

)
→ 0 and

(
∂aSB

2 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

db

)
→ 0 for vSB → 1, the first term in (65) is

strictly positive and the first term in (66) is strictly negative. Hence, for sufficiently

high values of vSB we know that
daSB

1 (vSB)

db
> 0 and

daSB
2 (vSB)

db
< 0. As dvSB

db
> 0

for vSB ≤ 1
2
and for b > b′(vSB), it follows that

daSB
1 (vSB)

db
> 0 and

daSB
2 (vSB)

db
< 0

also hold in these cases. While
(

∂aSB
1 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dc

)
→ 0 and

(
∂aSB

2 (vSB)

∂vSB
dvSB

dc

)
→ 0 for

vSB → 1, the first term in (67) is strictly negative and the first term in (68) is strictly

positive. Hence, for sufficiently high values of vSB it follows that
daSB

1 (vSB)

dc
< 0 and

daSB
2 (vSB)

dc
> 0.
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